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El Salvador’s roads are less travelled compared to other Central American countries, making

for a country which retains that elusive quality travellers often look for: adventure. From

dramatic volcanic landscapes to blue-green lagoons, from the bustle of San Salvador to the

quiet wilderness of El Imposible National Park, this guidebook will help you make the most of

your visit to this spectacular country. • Essentials section with indispensable information on

getting there and around.• Highlights maps of the region so you know what not to miss.•

Comprehensive, up-to-date listings of where to eat, drink and sleep.• Detailed street maps for

San Salvador and other key towns.• Slim enough to fit in your pocket Loaded with advice and

information on how to get around, this concise Footprint guide will help you get the most out of

El Salvador without weighing you down.



Planning your tripSan Salvador and aroundWestern El SalvadorWestern Pacific coastNorthern

El SalvadorEastern El SalvadorEastern Pacific coastBackgroundPracticalitiesIndex

El Salvador is a lively country and the people are just as friendly – some say more so – than in

the rest of Central America. Ornately painted and colourful buses bump from place to place,

just as they do in Guatemala and Honduras, but El Salvador has better roads and the quality of

the buses is superior to that of neighbouring countries. While the rest of Central America relies

on tortillas, Salvadoreans fill them with beans, cheese or meat and call them pupusas. Pinning

it down is difficult but there’s a slightly different feel here from neighbouring

countries.Guidebooks tend to urge caution, but in reality El Salvador is no more dangerous

than other Central American countries. During the civil war, Salvadoreans sought refuge

abroad; now they’re returning, bringing with them a gang culture and other less-than-favourable

imports from the United States, although as a tourist you are rarely subjected to any of these

social problems. Despite the high rate of gang-related crime, frequent natural disasters and a

tourist infrastructure less developed than its neighbouring countries, there are some

compelling reasons why you should visit El Salvador: dramatic volcanic landscapes, blue-green

lagoons, horizon-filling panoramas and golden beaches. In the northern hills around El Poy and

Perquín the trekking is divine, with far-reaching views across staggered horizons. The stark

cinder cone of Volcán Izalco offers a challenging but rewarding trek from the slopes of Cerro

Verde, while El Imposible National Park provides the chance to visit a forest. Along the coast,

choose from surfing, diving or simply lazing around and watching the endless display of Pacific

sunsets.Best of El Salvadortop things to do and see Puerta del DiabloThe commanding views

through the ‘Devil’s Door’ – a natural portal formed by two giant steep slabs of rock –

encompass the urban sprawl of the capital San Salvador, the numinous peak of San Vicente

volcano and, on a very clear day, the Pacific ocean. See Here. Ruta de las FloresSoak up the

warmth, colour and disarming rural charm on the Ruta de las Flores (‘Route of the Flowers’).

The procession of cobblestone towns and villages are alive with colour and colonial beauty.

Aromatic coffee fincas, gastronomic fairs, local arts and crafts, and bucolic highland scenery

are among the attractions in the area. See Here. Joya de CerénDubbed the ‘Pompeii of the

Americas’, the ancient farming community of Joya de Cerén was buried under 14 layers of

volcanic ash around the year 590 AD, perfectly preserving it until its accidental discovery in

1976. Today, this UNESCO World Heritage Site continues to be excavated and offers an

intimate glimpse of daily Mayan life. See Here. Cerro VerdeThe lost world volcanic landscapes

of the Cerro Verde National Park – one of El Salvador’s finest natural attractions – include the

massive crater lake of Lago Coatepeque and no less than three volcanic cones: Cerro Verde,

Izalco and Santa Ana. There is also some great trekking, wildlife and flowers. See Here. El

Zonte, Tunco and Sunzal beachesPounded by world class surf, the black sand beaches of El

Salvador’s Pacific coast have long been sought out by intrepid waveseekers. In recent years,

the emergence of low-key resorts and bohemian party towns are drawing a new sort of

traveller to the region. See Here. Parque Nacional El ImposibleNamed for its perilous ravines

and generally challenging terrain, the so-called ‘Impossible’ National Park is a wonderland of

primeval forests and exotic wildlife, the most biodiverse place in El Salvador. It’s worth the extra

effort to get to this remote and special wilderness. See Here. SuchitotoOn the shore of the

expansive Suchitlán lake, the well-to-do colonial town of Suchitoto is regarded as the cultural

capital of El Salvador. Its traditional good looks, tranquil airs and emphasis on the arts are



fuelling its popularity and renaissance, and make it a must-see in the northern region of the

country. See Here.Route plannerputting it all togetherEl Salvador is subtly different to the other

Central American nations. You could shoot through the main highlights in 10 days or else hang

out for two to three weeks and soak up the nuances; if you’ve got the time, you’ll enjoy the

difference. With so many crossings and borders, the options for travel in and around El

Salvador are very flexible. Points of interest are spread throughout the country so there is no

natural route to travel. In some parts of the country the infrastructure for tourism is quite

rudimentary, but in others (such as the capital and nearby places of interest and some of the

beach resorts) it is well developed.Life in El Salvador focuses strongly on San Salvador. All

roads lead towards the capital with just a few exceptions. Planning your trip will involve either a

visit to San Salvador or at least travelling through it. Fortunately the country is so small that the

capital can make a convenient base, thus avoiding the hassle of dragging your bags across the

country.One week to ten daysvolcanoes and colonial townsWorth a day’s visit, San Salvador is

a cosmopolitan city with a variety of architectural styles that have been created by the

multitude of rebuilding projects in a history dogged by earthquakes. The city centre is always

busy and widely thought of as unsafe at night, so newcomers are best advised to head for the

western areas around Boulevard de los Héroes, with its shopping malls and restaurants, and

the residential districts of Escalón and the Zona Rosa with its major shopping malls with fancy

stores, branded boutiques and restaurants and nightclubs.Throughout El Salvador volcanoes

dominate the landscape, and the scenery is one of its main attractions. Just south of the

capital, and easily accessible from the city centre by bus, Parque Balboa has fine views of

Volcán San Vicente through the dramatic Puerta del Diablo (Devil’s Door) and from the Mirador

in the centre of the mountain village of Los Planes de Renderos.A short distance west of San

Salvador you can do a day trip to the country’s main archaeological sites of San Andrés and

the Joya de Cerén, where a Maya settlement has been preserved under volcanic ash. There

are no grand temples and sculptures, but the dwellings and everyday objects found here are

the only ones of their type preserved from the Maya era in Central America.Just west of the

Joya de Cerén, Parque Nacional Cerro Verde is a good spot to explore for a few days, with its

prospect over Izalco and Santa Ana volcanoes and the deep-blue waters of the beautiful Lago

de Coatepeque. Closed for two years after earthquakes, Cerro Verde recuperated its unique

flora and fauna, was declared a protected natural area and is now open to foreign

visitors.Southwest of Parque Nacional Cerro Verde is the Ruta de las Flores, a handful of

villages climbing the volcanic chains with good scenery and waterfalls, pleasant hiking and a

smattering of crafts. It’s worth taking a day or two to travel along some of this route by bus or

car, starting at the interesting town of Sonsonate.After the Ruta de las Flores, you could either

head further west still, towards the Guatemalan border, to the Parque Nacional El Imposible,

one of the largest national parks in Central America, or south to the Pacific towns of Tunco, El

Sunzal and El Zonte on the Costa del Bálsamo. These places have great surf and black sand

beaches and make a good spot to kick back for a few days before returning to San

Salvador.Three weeks or morearchaeological sites and surfingWith more time, you could visit

the places mentioned above at a more leisurely pace and explore the surrounding areas. Take

a few days in San Salvador to take trips to nearby places like Cihuatán, El Salvador’s largest

archaeological park and the largest city in Mesoamerica at the time of the Toltecs, north of the

centre, or Parque Balboa to the south. Panchimalco is an old village south of the capital where

cultural traditions are kept alive by a growing handicraft industry. The community hosts the

yearly Procesión de Las Palmas, a spectacular floral procession in the beginning of May.The

Pacific coast at La Libertad is only a short trip south from San Salvador and is a good place to



start exploring the Balsam coast to the west, the surfing beaches and to get a feel for the

country as a whole. East of La Libertad, the beaches of the Costa del Sol are definitely worth a

stop for a few days for their long stretches of sand and estuaries. Further east of the Costa del

Sol is the Golfo de Fonseca with secluded beaches which you can explore. From the port of La

Unión, you can take a boat to the islands in the gulf. It’s just a short trip from here to the

Nicaraguan border at El Amatillo.Inland from the Costa del Sol is the city of San Vicente, with

an impressive volcano nearby, and the transport hub of San Miguel, as well as many small

traditional towns. Those interested in the recent civil war can visit Perquín, north of San Miguel

near the Honduran border. From Perquín it’s easy to cross the border for Gracias or

Tegucigalpa in Honduras.Heading west from San Salvador, after exploring the Parque Nacional

Cerro Verde, you could stay in Santa Ana, a good base for visiting the archaeological sites of

Tazumal and Casa Blanca. There are very few pockets of undisturbed land in the country,

mainly because El Salvador is farmed intensively. On the border with Guatemala and

Honduras, however, is Montecristo, a remnant of cloudforest administered jointly by the three

countries. You can reach Montecristo from Santa Ana via Metapán and it’s worth staying the

night so you can hike to the summit.

El Salvador is a lively country and the people are just as friendly – some say more so – than in

the rest of Central America. Ornately painted and colourful buses bump from place to place,

just as they do in Guatemala and Honduras, but El Salvador has better roads and the quality of

the buses is superior to that of neighbouring countries. While the rest of Central America relies

on tortillas, Salvadoreans fill them with beans, cheese or meat and call them pupusas. Pinning

it down is difficult but there’s a slightly different feel here from neighbouring

countries.Guidebooks tend to urge caution, but in reality El Salvador is no more dangerous

than other Central American countries. During the civil war, Salvadoreans sought refuge

abroad; now they’re returning, bringing with them a gang culture and other less-than-favourable

imports from the United States, although as a tourist you are rarely subjected to any of these

social problems. Despite the high rate of gang-related crime, frequent natural disasters and a

tourist infrastructure less developed than its neighbouring countries, there are some

compelling reasons why you should visit El Salvador: dramatic volcanic landscapes, blue-green

lagoons, horizon-filling panoramas and golden beaches. In the northern hills around El Poy and

Perquín the trekking is divine, with far-reaching views across staggered horizons. The stark

cinder cone of Volcán Izalco offers a challenging but rewarding trek from the slopes of Cerro

Verde, while El Imposible National Park provides the chance to visit a forest. Along the coast,

choose from surfing, diving or simply lazing around and watching the endless display of Pacific

sunsets.Best of El Salvadortop things to do and see Puerta del DiabloThe commanding views

through the ‘Devil’s Door’ – a natural portal formed by two giant steep slabs of rock –

encompass the urban sprawl of the capital San Salvador, the numinous peak of San Vicente

volcano and, on a very clear day, the Pacific ocean. See Here. Ruta de las FloresSoak up the

warmth, colour and disarming rural charm on the Ruta de las Flores (‘Route of the Flowers’).

The procession of cobblestone towns and villages are alive with colour and colonial beauty.

Aromatic coffee fincas, gastronomic fairs, local arts and crafts, and bucolic highland scenery

are among the attractions in the area. See Here. Joya de CerénDubbed the ‘Pompeii of the

Americas’, the ancient farming community of Joya de Cerén was buried under 14 layers of

volcanic ash around the year 590 AD, perfectly preserving it until its accidental discovery in

1976. Today, this UNESCO World Heritage Site continues to be excavated and offers an

intimate glimpse of daily Mayan life. See Here. Cerro VerdeThe lost world volcanic landscapes



of the Cerro Verde National Park – one of El Salvador’s finest natural attractions – include the

massive crater lake of Lago Coatepeque and no less than three volcanic cones: Cerro Verde,

Izalco and Santa Ana. There is also some great trekking, wildlife and flowers. See Here. El

Zonte, Tunco and Sunzal beachesPounded by world class surf, the black sand beaches of El

Salvador’s Pacific coast have long been sought out by intrepid waveseekers. In recent years,

the emergence of low-key resorts and bohemian party towns are drawing a new sort of

traveller to the region. See Here. Parque Nacional El ImposibleNamed for its perilous ravines

and generally challenging terrain, the so-called ‘Impossible’ National Park is a wonderland of

primeval forests and exotic wildlife, the most biodiverse place in El Salvador. It’s worth the extra

effort to get to this remote and special wilderness. See Here. SuchitotoOn the shore of the

expansive Suchitlán lake, the well-to-do colonial town of Suchitoto is regarded as the cultural

capital of El Salvador. Its traditional good looks, tranquil airs and emphasis on the arts are

fuelling its popularity and renaissance, and make it a must-see in the northern region of the

country. See Here.Route plannerputting it all togetherEl Salvador is subtly different to the other

Central American nations. You could shoot through the main highlights in 10 days or else hang

out for two to three weeks and soak up the nuances; if you’ve got the time, you’ll enjoy the

difference. With so many crossings and borders, the options for travel in and around El

Salvador are very flexible. Points of interest are spread throughout the country so there is no

natural route to travel. In some parts of the country the infrastructure for tourism is quite

rudimentary, but in others (such as the capital and nearby places of interest and some of the

beach resorts) it is well developed.Life in El Salvador focuses strongly on San Salvador. All

roads lead towards the capital with just a few exceptions. Planning your trip will involve either a

visit to San Salvador or at least travelling through it. Fortunately the country is so small that the

capital can make a convenient base, thus avoiding the hassle of dragging your bags across the

country.One week to ten daysvolcanoes and colonial townsWorth a day’s visit, San Salvador is

a cosmopolitan city with a variety of architectural styles that have been created by the

multitude of rebuilding projects in a history dogged by earthquakes. The city centre is always

busy and widely thought of as unsafe at night, so newcomers are best advised to head for the

western areas around Boulevard de los Héroes, with its shopping malls and restaurants, and

the residential districts of Escalón and the Zona Rosa with its major shopping malls with fancy

stores, branded boutiques and restaurants and nightclubs.Throughout El Salvador volcanoes

dominate the landscape, and the scenery is one of its main attractions. Just south of the

capital, and easily accessible from the city centre by bus, Parque Balboa has fine views of

Volcán San Vicente through the dramatic Puerta del Diablo (Devil’s Door) and from the Mirador

in the centre of the mountain village of Los Planes de Renderos.A short distance west of San

Salvador you can do a day trip to the country’s main archaeological sites of San Andrés and

the Joya de Cerén, where a Maya settlement has been preserved under volcanic ash. There

are no grand temples and sculptures, but the dwellings and everyday objects found here are

the only ones of their type preserved from the Maya era in Central America.Just west of the

Joya de Cerén, Parque Nacional Cerro Verde is a good spot to explore for a few days, with its

prospect over Izalco and Santa Ana volcanoes and the deep-blue waters of the beautiful Lago

de Coatepeque. Closed for two years after earthquakes, Cerro Verde recuperated its unique

flora and fauna, was declared a protected natural area and is now open to foreign

visitors.Southwest of Parque Nacional Cerro Verde is the Ruta de las Flores, a handful of

villages climbing the volcanic chains with good scenery and waterfalls, pleasant hiking and a

smattering of crafts. It’s worth taking a day or two to travel along some of this route by bus or

car, starting at the interesting town of Sonsonate.After the Ruta de las Flores, you could either



head further west still, towards the Guatemalan border, to the Parque Nacional El Imposible,

one of the largest national parks in Central America, or south to the Pacific towns of Tunco, El

Sunzal and El Zonte on the Costa del Bálsamo. These places have great surf and black sand

beaches and make a good spot to kick back for a few days before returning to San

Salvador.Three weeks or morearchaeological sites and surfingWith more time, you could visit

the places mentioned above at a more leisurely pace and explore the surrounding areas. Take

a few days in San Salvador to take trips to nearby places like Cihuatán, El Salvador’s largest

archaeological park and the largest city in Mesoamerica at the time of the Toltecs, north of the

centre, or Parque Balboa to the south. Panchimalco is an old village south of the capital where

cultural traditions are kept alive by a growing handicraft industry. The community hosts the

yearly Procesión de Las Palmas, a spectacular floral procession in the beginning of May.The

Pacific coast at La Libertad is only a short trip south from San Salvador and is a good place to

start exploring the Balsam coast to the west, the surfing beaches and to get a feel for the

country as a whole. East of La Libertad, the beaches of the Costa del Sol are definitely worth a

stop for a few days for their long stretches of sand and estuaries. Further east of the Costa del

Sol is the Golfo de Fonseca with secluded beaches which you can explore. From the port of La

Unión, you can take a boat to the islands in the gulf. It’s just a short trip from here to the

Nicaraguan border at El Amatillo.Inland from the Costa del Sol is the city of San Vicente, with

an impressive volcano nearby, and the transport hub of San Miguel, as well as many small

traditional towns. Those interested in the recent civil war can visit Perquín, north of San Miguel

near the Honduran border. From Perquín it’s easy to cross the border for Gracias or

Tegucigalpa in Honduras.Heading west from San Salvador, after exploring the Parque Nacional

Cerro Verde, you could stay in Santa Ana, a good base for visiting the archaeological sites of

Tazumal and Casa Blanca. There are very few pockets of undisturbed land in the country,

mainly because El Salvador is farmed intensively. On the border with Guatemala and

Honduras, however, is Montecristo, a remnant of cloudforest administered jointly by the three

countries. You can reach Montecristo from Santa Ana via Metapán and it’s worth staying the

night so you can hike to the summit.Returning to Metapán, you can then head east towards

vast Cerrón Grande reservoir, set in beautiful scenery. On its shores is Suchitoto, one of the

best preserved colonial towns in the country, and currently enjoying a revival. Northwest of

Cerrón Grande, near the Honduran border, are the towns of La Palma and San Ignacio, where

handicrafts of brightly painted wood and other styles are made. If you’re going to Honduras,

head to the border town of El Poy, north of San Ignacio, if you want to drop into Santa Rosa de

Copán.When to go… and when not toThe most pleasant months are from November to

January. El Salvador is fortunate in that temperatures are rarely excessively high. March to May

are the hottest months; December to February the coolest. There is one rainy season, from

May to October, with April and November being transitional periods; there are only light rains

for the rest of the year. Highest temperatures and humidity will be found on the coast and in the

lowlands, with the heat at its greatest from March to May.Weather San SalvadorWhat to dofrom

archaeology to surfingArchaeology and architectureEl Salvador played host to Mesoamerican

civilization in its earliest phases. Near Santa Tecla, the site of Joya de Cerén is the only known

Mayan settlement to have been perfectly preserved in volcanic ash, offering unique insights

into the region’s pre-Hispanic way of life. Outside the city of Santa Ana, Tazumal is the largest

excavated ruin in the country and features a large pyramid. Nearby, the pre-Classic site of

Casa Blanca shows architectural influence from Central Mexico. The country’s colonial heritage

is very well-preserved in a number of atmospheric towns and villages and Suchitoto is the big

highlight. Ciudad Vieja, 10 km south of Suchitoto, was the first location of San Salvador and is



currently on the UNESCO World Heritage tentative list.Birdwatching and wildlife

observationON THE ROADShoppingThe best place to buy arts and crafts is in the village

where the items are originally made; Ilobasco for ceramics, San Sebastián for hammocks and

La Palma for painted wooden boxes, Nahuizalco for baskets and furniture of wicker and jute. If

you cannot go there in person, the markets in San Salvador (the Mercado Ex-Cuartel and

Mercado de Artesanía) sell many of these items at slightly higher prices. Branches of

Nahanché have outlets in the major shopping malls with good quality handicrafts from all over

the country.El Salvador does not embrace 2 coastlines like most of its Central American

siblings, but it is still highly biodiverse thanks to its dramatic contrast of highlands and lowlands.

In total, the country harbous some 1477 species of vertebrates, including threatened species

such as the puma and harpy eagle. Any of its protected areas offer the opportunity to glimpse

wildlife (see Hiking below), but the Parque Nacional El Imposible is the best. Generally, birding

is not as spectacular as neighbouring Honduras owing to far fewer forests, but with 583

species of avifauna, El Salvador can more than satisfy most ardent twitchers. The national bird

is the turquoise-browed Motmot.HikingFilled with scenes of bucolic tranquillity, the hills and

plantations on the Ruta de las Flores are good for casual rambling, as is the countryside

around Suchitoto and Perquín, both popular staging posts for outdoor adventures. Challenging

jungles treks can be had in the Parque Nacional El Imposible, the largest and most

geographically diverse protected area in El Salvador. In the north, the country’s only

cloudforests can be explored in the Parque Nacional Montecristo; if you’re lucky, you might

glimpse a quetzal. Volcano trekkers should head to the Parque Nacional Cerro Verde where

three different cones invite exploration.SurfingWest of La Libertad, the Costa del Bálsamo

harbours a procession of epic surf spots. The best is Punta Roca, a legendary world class

break that is surprisingly uncrowded. Development throughout the region has been consistent

but mercifully low-key; everything from rustic beach huts to boutique surf lodges are

available.Where to staybusiness-style hotels to backpacker hostelsAs the most industrialized of

the Central American states El Salvador has an impressive selection of international-standard

business hotels in San Salvador. The country also has a good selection of more expensive

hotels for those taking weekend breaks from the capital. At the lower end there is no shortage

of cheap accommodation, but there is a shortage of good, cheap places to stay. If you have the

time, shop around and don’t check into the first hotel you come to. If travelling at holiday times,

book accommodation in advance.Price codesWhere to stayRestaurants$$$$ over US$150$$$

US$66-150$$ US$30-65$ under US$30Price of a double room in high season, including taxes.

$$$ over US$12$$ US$7-12$ US$6 and underPrices for a two-course meal for one person,

excluding drinks or service charge.Food & drinkpupusas, cheese and excellent

coffeeFoodPupusas, stuffed tortillas made of corn or ricemeal, are the quintessential

Salvadorean dish. They come in several varieties including chicharrón (pork crackling), queso

(cheese) and revueltas (mixed), and are typical, tasty and cheap. The ones sold at street stalls

are better there than at restaurants, but beware of stomach infection from the accompanying

curtido (pickled cabbage). On Saturday and Sunday nights people congregate in pupuserías.

Pavo (turkey) is common and good, as are frijoles (red beans). A boca is an appetizer, a small

dish of yucca, avocado or chorizo, served with a drink before a meal. Apart from in San

Salvador, restaurants tend to close early, around 2000.DrinkCoffee makes an excellent

souvenir and is good value and delicious. For beer, light lagers are the norm, as elsewhere in

Central America; Suprema is stronger than Pilsener, while Golden Light is a reduced-alcohol

beer.Chicha is a traditional alcoholic drink made from corn, sometimes with a trace of

pineapple; El Salvador also has a stronger, distilled version called chaparro. Although illegal to



sell, everyone has their source. When made well chicha can taste similar to white wine. It is a

trademark of the Maya and is particularly well made in the western village of Izalco. Ask at the

tourist office there for a chicha contact to purchase a sample. Chaparro curado contains fruit or

honey. It is a favourite at election times when alcohol sales are banned. Water bottles are

emptied and filled with the clear chaparro for illegal swigging on the streets.Essential San

SalvadorFinding your feetFour broad streets meet at the city centre: Avenida Cuscatlán and its

continuation Avenida España run south to north; Calle Delgado and its continuation Calle Arce,

with a slight blip, from east to west. This principle is retained throughout: the avenidas run north

to south and the calles east to west. The even-numbered avenidas are east of the central

avenidas, odd numbers west; north of the central calles, they are dubbed Norte, south of the

central calles Sur. The even-numbered calles are south of the two central calles, the odd

numbers north. East of the central avenidas they are dubbed Oriente (Ote), west of the central

avenidas Poniente (Pte). Sounding more complicated than it is, the system is straightforward

and quickly grasped.Best restaurantsCafé Café, see hereLa Hola Beto’s Escalón, see hereLa

Hacienda Real, see hereKalpataru, see hereRustico Bistro, see hereGetting aroundThe main

focal points of the city are the historical centre, the commercial district some 3 km to the west

around Boulevard de los Héroes, and the residential and commercial districts of Escalón and

Zona Rosa another 2 km further west. City buses and taxis are needed to get between the

three (see here).SafetyThe city centre is considered by many to be dangerous after dark. San

Benito, Maquilishuat, La Gran Via and Multiplaza are considered safer areas than others, but

you should still take care. As a general rule, stay out of poorly lit areas and keep to main roads

where there are more people around. At night, taxis are strongly recommended if you don’t

know exactly where you’re going.Armed security personnel are commonplace. There is a

heightened atmosphere of tension in some areas. In downtown areas, especially at markets,

don’t carry cameras, wear watches or jewellery, or flash money around. Be vigilant when

withdrawing cash from ATMs. See also .PollutionSince it is in a hollow, the city has a very bad

smog problem, caused mainly by traffic pollution. Efforts are being made to reduce vehicle

emissions.When to goThe climate is semi-tropical. The average for San Salvador is 28°C with

a variation of only about 3°C. Days are often hot, especially in the dry season, but the

temperature drops in the late afternoon and nights are usually pleasantly mild. See also the

weather chart on see here.

San Salvador & aroundSurrounded by a ring of mountains in a highly seismic valley known as

‘Valle de las Hamacas’, San Salvador toils under the threat of earthquakes. As one of the

largest cities in Central America, a sprawling, relentless and busy place, San Salvador can at

times seem almost heartless. Do not be deceived. Beneath its hard urban exterior are some

sensitive cultural inclinations and a slew of intriguing museums dedicated to art, anthropology

and history. There are green zones too, including city parks, a botanical garden and a zoo. San

Salvador also retains the charm of the Spanish era, thanks to being one of the first European

cities in the New World.From the nouveau riche to the urban poor, its human geography is

framed by its great wealth disparities. In the downtown area, crumbling buildings await

renovation and restoration. More prosperous neighbourhoods to the west have since risen to

glory, with their gleaming shopping malls and designer suburbs.Beyond the outskirts, western

El Salvador is a verdant, compact and easy to explore region with good transport links. It

combines the dramatic volcanic landscapes of Cerro Verde, Volcán Izalco and Lago de

Coatepeque with the serene beauty of highland communities along the colourful Ruta de las

Flores. On the Pacific coast are a string of low-key resorts and surf towns.Centro Histórico
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